LEGISLATURE CONvenes JANUARY 14TH, ACS IS READY

Legislative action is desperately needed by Arizona chiropractors to bring the chiropractic insurance equality law to life now that it is clear the Arizona Department of Insurance (ADOI) will not enforce the law. Legislators must either require ADOI to enforce the law or move the law outside of the jurisdiction of ADOI so that any citizen can enforce the law. When the Legislature meets to interview and consider confirmation of the new ADOI Director, questions will be asked regarding ADOI’s intentions. Will ADOI enforce the insurance equality law or must the law be moved to that anyone can enforce it? Will ADOI do its job and stop ignoring complaints about violations or will the Legislature have to move the law so that anyone can file a lawsuit when insurers break the law? We will finally get answers to these questions early in 2013.

A bill has been drafted to move the chiropractic insurance equality law away from ADOI control in the event that the new ADOI Director states that ADOI will not enforce the law. If ADOI takes this position, the bill will be introduced and we will work harder than ever to gain passage. One way or the other, ACS will get enforcement of our law. Once the law is enforced, insurers will only be allowed to apply precertification for chiropractic care only if they do the same for medical and osteopathic care, something they are highly likely not to do. If intensive utilization review is conducted on chiropractic claims, the same level of scrutiny will have to be given to medical and osteopathic claims. If we have to pass a new law, we intend to add language stating that copays must be at the PCP level, not the specialist level. ACS is geared up and ready for a huge legislative brawl to achieve insurance equality.

The ACS legislation will be heard in various House and Senate committees. If you live in the district of any of the committee members, you will be called and asked to have patients, staff and family call the committee member for your district requesting a vote in favor. This grassroots effort is essential for success. We know how to win at the Legislature after passing five insurance equality laws since 1990 and many Chiropractic Board reform laws since that time as well. Together, we shall overcome. ACS will not tolerate the status quo which has resulted in hundreds of Arizona chiropractors closing their doors and many filing for bankruptcy, none of which would have occurred if the insurance equality law had been enforced. There is full coverage for medical and osteopathic treatment of spinal conditions, but terribly limited coverage of chiropractic care. With ASH, many doctors don’t even bother to send in claims since completing loads of documentation and paying for a stamp isn’t worth receiving only $4 for all the work. BCBS covers a maximum of $44 per visit and the patient copay is usually $40, leading to insurance payment of only $4 per visit. The patient pays 91% of the cost of the visit yet BCBS dares to say in their marketing that they “cover all medically necessary chiropractic coverage.” This is not “coverage,” it is consumer fraud.

A legislative campaign is very expensive. The lobbying and legal fees run into the tens of thousands of dollars. Fortunately, ACS has a solid core of visionary doctors supporting our mission. We strongly urge non-members to join so that we can be even stronger in the pursuit of our goal of full insurance equality. We could do more with additional members. Please go to our webpage at www.AZChiropractors.org and join today if you are not already a member. Your future is on the line. Act today unless you want a virtual cash practice for the rest of your career.
STILL WAITING FOR ARIZONA COURT OF APPEALS TO RULE IN ADOI LAWSUIT

A final judgment is still pending in the Arizona Court of Appeals in the lawsuit filed to force the Arizona Department of Insurance (ADOI) to enforce the chiropractic insurance equality law. Oral arguments were heard by the Court on June 6, 2012. In most cases, the Court rules within 1-3 months of hearing oral arguments but it has now been 7 months with no ruling. This means a decision will come literally any day now. Total victory would mean an order to ADOI to enforce the law fully and completely. This is a distinct possibility especially considering a major legal error made by ADOI attorneys.

The attorneys for ADOI responded to the lawsuit with a motion to dismiss and not a motion for summary judgment. This means they did not disagree with any of the allegations made against ADOI and BCBS in the lawsuit and thus admitted they are all true. Legal experts have agreed this was a major mistake which leaves both ADOI and BCBS very vulnerable if the Court rules against them.

ACS has “bet the farm” with this very expensive litigation and is counting on victory in the courts. ACS will send out an email immediately upon receiving notice of a ruling by the Court of Appeals. Be sure to sign up for the free ACS email at www.AZChiropractors.org if you have not already done so in order to receive this notice.

The ACS legislative effort is essentially a “Plan B” just in case the Court issues an unfavorable ruling. We are covering all of our bases in an all-out effort to secure full insurance equality. ACS will leave no stone unturned in our effort for full parity with MDs and DOs. We will achieve our goal. The only question is when, not if. ACS members are to be saluted again for carrying the load for the entire profession by funding this litigation and the ACS legislative effort. You will go down in Arizona history as the heroes of the profession, just like the small percentage of the profession that supported the Wilk lawsuit against the AMA. Non-members are invited to join at any time and become part of the solution to the professions’ problems.
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PINCUS & ASSOCIATES, PLC AND PINCUS & LESPRON, PLC
ARE YOU TIRED OF REDUCING YOUR BILL?

ARE YOU TIRED OF REDUCING YOUR BILL? With offices in Tempe and Tucson, there is no longer any reason for you to routinely reduce your accident cases’ bills. Call Richard A. Cruze Esq. At 480.777.2599, or Steven Pincus Esq. and Michelle Lespron, Esq. at 520.888.2599 to work with attorneys who understand how to beat the insurance companies at their own game. You deserve to be paid for all of the work you do!!!

X-RAY EQUIPMENT • NEW • REFURBISHED
WE CATER TO CHIROPRACTORS!! STANDARD X-RAY – OWNED BY A DC FAMILY!
High Frequency X-ray Systems, Digital X-ray Systems • Digital Cassettes, 300 MA Systems • Automatic Processors, Chiropractic Tables • New • Refurbished, Statewide Sales and Service.
Call Lisa Dionisio at 602-275-3344

THE NIelsen LAW FIRM, PLLC
www.personal-injury-attorney-arizona.com
- Aggressive Legal Advocacy -
310 S. 4th Street, #1401
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
602.257.7535

RichCOR
Serving Arizona For Over 25 years.
Sales & service of all major brands of Tables (new & used), Modalities & Supplies.

Richard Corcilius
richcor26@gmail.com
480-334-7430
ACS has become a virtual PI practice management organization. This is because Dr. Immerman is willing to share what he has learned after testifying in 69 trials, 19 arbitrations and 45 depositions in the past 15 years, and has reviewed over 600 patient files for approximately 100 Arizona lawyers. ACS offers members consultations on every conceivable PI topic. If a claims adjuster says the insurer will only pay for a minimal amount of care since the accident was supposedly a low speed impact, ACS has a position paper to counter this false argument. If a biomechanical engineer writes a report stating that the forces were too minor to cause significant injury, Dr. Immerman is able to analyze such reports for flaws and rebut them. If an IME doctor is supposed to be low speed impact cases - you can too with resources from ACS reports for flaws and rebut them. If an IME doctor

states that all soft tissue injuries heal on their own in a few weeks with or without treatment and that your care was excessive since it went for a few months, Dr. Immerman can teach you how to rebut such false arguments. If a PI attorney receives settlement funds and refuses to pay your bill, Dr. Immerman can help you collect. Literally any PI problem can be solved if you are an ACS member. Be sure to visit the ACS webpage on Personal Injury by going to www.AZChiropractors.org and you will see the extensive information offered.

Not a week goes by without a doctor calling regarding a LaBombard demand. This occurs when an attorney states you must pay the attorney one-third of your medical bill to the attorney for the cost of collecting your bill. For example, the total cost of treatment in your office was $6,000 and the attorney states that only $4,000 will be sent to you and the attorney will retain $2,000 as a collection fee. The ACS healthcare lawyer has written a position paper explaining why this is not proper or legal in almost all cases. ACS commonly saves its members thousands of dollars in such cases.

ACS always vows to save doctors more money every month than they pay in dues by helping out with our member benefits and documents. LaBombard demands are just one of many examples. Join now and find out the many ways we can help you. Any doctor that joins and uses all of the ACS member benefits will experience a 50-100% increase in their collections.

GET YOUR CE CREDITS ONLINE NOW FROM ACS ENDORSED CHIROCREDIT.COM BASED AT UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT CHiropractic COLLeGE

ACS has endorsed ChiroCredit.com at http://www.ChiroCredit.com/acs/ as the best source for online CE hours. ChiroCredit is affiliated with the University of Bridgeport Chiropractic College and was the first to offer online courses. It has the best selection of courses at the best prices, usually $20-25 per hour. You can take a break in the middle of any course and continue the next day. Almost all courses are accepted by the Arizona Chiropractic Board for your 12 hour CE hours required for relicensure. You can take these courses at your own home with no travel and lodging expenses, thus saving you hundreds of dollars. Be sure to check out the course selection and consider ChiroCredit for your CE hours. Your will be amazed at and delighted with the diversity of offerings.

DOCTOR WHAT TRULY OBJECTIVE YOU HAVE TO SUPPORT YOUR WHIPLASH DIAGNOSIS.

Digital Motion X-ray is available to your patient at your office. Traumatic ligament instability is real, and could be proven. Visit Teammotionxray.com and call 602-694-5014 for a demonstration. Arizona’s mobile Digital Motion X-ray Center.

ACS INSURANCE GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN

Available for members, their families and employers is offered by high quality Arizona Insurer with PPO and HMO Options

This CIGNA group health plan is by far the most popular member benefit offered by ACS since our formation in 1991. We waited a long time before recommending a health insurance product to members, 18 years in fact. Finally, after years of studying the market, ACS found a program well worth recommending to members.

The ACS health insurance plan covers all pre-existing conditions just like when you go to work for a large company after a waiting period. In addition to regular ACS dues and health insurance premiums, the only additional cost to members is only $150 per year. Members have complete information online at the Member Benefits and Practice Solutions page of the website. To get this insurance, you must join ACS, go to www.AZChiropractors.org to join online using our secure server.
GOVERNOR’S NEW APPOINTEE FOR ADOI DIRECTOR TO UNDERGO GRILLING BY STATE SENATE COMMITTEE

Governor Brewer’s new appointee to be Director of the Arizona Department of Insurance (ADOI), Acting Director Gerrie Marks, is expected to face tough questioning by the State Senate Committee that will interview her. Ms. Marks must be confirmed by the Senate in order to become ADOI Director.

In the chiropractic insurance equality lawsuit, the ADOI lawyer was asked this key question: If ADOI disagrees with the policy of the Legislature, would that be enough for ADOI to refuse to enforce a law passed by the Legislature simply based on such a disagreement? The ADOI lawyer unbelievably answered yes. Legislators have been outraged to learn of this ADOI position and now consider ADOI to be a rogue agency. Expect these legislators to carefully question Ms. Marks on this issue. They are not eager to confirm a new Director who will not enforce the laws and carry out the policy they have passed.

Confirmation hearing day in the State Senate will be huge day for the chiropractic profession. We want hundreds of chiropractors to show up to protest ADOI’s abject failure to enforce the current insurance equality law and demand that the new Director enforce the law. We will give you notice of the hearing as soon as we receive it. Plan to drop everything and come. The new Director will serve for six years and this is your only opportunity for those entire six years to make a difference.

Auditors say it “sets a new bar” for documentation. And it’s topped independent polls for decades. ONC-ATCB Certified. ECLIPSE.

www.eclipsesoftware.net 1.800.966.1462

DON’T MISS BREAKING NEWS
SIGN UP FOR THE FREE ACS E-NEWSLETTER AT WWW.AZCHIROPRACTORS.ORG
CHECK THE FREQUENTLY UPDATED WEBSITE REGULARLY

888-294-4750
ImpulseAdjusting SYSTEM™
PHOENIX, AZ | January 19-20, 2013
• 12 CEUs
• Spinal Module
• Instrument Adjusting
Promo Code: AZSite

$299

11 years of top-quality, online education for the chiropractic profession

“I wouldn’t take my CEs anywhere else.”
Available 24 hrs a day/7 days a week, we have an easy to use platform of affordable courses. With over 1000 hrs of clinically relevant courses in over 50 topics, the choice is clear:

www.chirocredit.com/acs

BOARD COMPLAINT? I CAN HELP!
Mandi J. Karvis, Esq.
I regularly appear before the board and am familiar with their expectations.

3030 N. 3RD ST, SUITE 1300
PHOENIX, AZ 85012
(602) 532-5816 (DIRECT)
CREDENTIALING MATERIALS HAVE BEEN MAILED FOR NEW ACS IPA IN PARTNERSHIP WITH NEW MEXICO CHIRO ASSOCIATION

ACS members have now received credentialing materials to begin the membership process in the new ACS IPA. Once ACS has enough members in the IPA, marketing efforts will begin to secure contracts with employers and insurers in Arizona. The investment is higher than expected, but you get what you pay for. This IPA will be completely controlled by ACS and so the contracts will, for the first time, be favorable to DCs, not something that you cannot live with. Be sure to complete and return the materials as soon as possible. If you have any questions, feel free to call either Dr. Immerman or the resource numbers on the credentialing material.

CENTRAL HYPERSENSITIZATION MODEL Explains HOW CHRONIC PAIN EXISTS IN WHIPLASH WITHOUT TISSUE DAMAGE

Can be tested for in typical clinical setting

The “Central Hypersensitization Model” explains how chronic pain can exist without tissue damage in whiplash victims.

After repetitive activation of nerve cells that register pain (neurons called “nociceptors”), specific neurons within the spinal cord (called wide dynamic range “WDR” neurons) take on a higher degree of readiness and become sensitized. Influenced by pain-causing mediating substances such as glutamate and substance P, these WDR neurons are more susceptible to input from other neurons and thus become hyperexcitable. This increased excitability is induced by alterations of the cell membrane as well as functional changes within the neuron itself. As a consequence of the increased excitability, stimulation of the affected body part such as the cervical spine in whiplash victims which would not be painful under normal circumstances, is now capable of causing pain. This sensitization process causes decreased pain thresholds, which means that pain can be felt in response to stimuli that are not normally painful. The phenomenon of sensitization may apply to touch (allodynia) as well as to movement of the spine or limbs in patients with chronic pain.

This process of sensitization is sometimes reversible due to a process called “modulation.” Under normal circumstances, sensitization disappears when the anatomic defect or tissue damage has healed and pain perception has ceased. However, in chronic pain patients, sensitization remains present after pain perception (“nociception”) has resolved. This results in chronic pain even after tissue damage has healed. There is sufficient research to support the presence of central hypersensitivity as a common cause of pain in patients with chronic pain following whiplash trauma. (Multiple journal references in full paper.)

The implication of this finding is that chronic pain reported by whiplash victims cannot be dismissed or ignored as non-existent by anyone simply because the physiology of soft tissue healing might indicate enough time has passed for complete healing to have occurred. The central hypersensitivity created in some patients from the original pain which resulted from the trauma may continue to cause pain long after the tissue damage has healed. This fact has huge consequences for the medicolegal field.

The question remains can central hypersensitivity be tested for and proven to exist in a typical clinical setting? The answer is yes. A specific pain questionnaire has been proven to identify central hypersensitivity in more than 75% of patients. A copy of the questionnaire is included in the full report. In order to make the diagnosis more concrete, some physical sensory testing is recommended. I recommend testing for pain thresholds with a pressure algometer. Normal values have been established for the amount of pressure a person should be able to withstand without experiencing pain in multiple areas of the body. (Full references for algometry and normal values included in complete report, along with a source for an inexpensive, non-electronic algometer.)

Bottom line: If you are treating patients with chronic pain from any cause, you need to understand and test for central hypersensitivity. For PI cases in particular, you need to do the testing in order to see if this phenomenon can explain the chronic pain. The full report has been emailed to ACS members. If you need another copy, just send an email to ACS at ACS@AZchiropractors.org.

ADVERTISE WITH ACS

THE ACS NEWSLETTER IS MAILED TO 1,700 ARIZONA DCs MONTHLY

AAC NO LONGER MAILS ANY JOURNAL

The ACS Newsletter is sent by U.S. mail to 1,700 licensed Arizona chiropractors every month. The AAC has completely stopped mailing any journal or newsletter at all. Therefore, the choice for advertisers is now a no-brainer. To reach the entire profession with your products and services, contact ACS at 602-368-9496 for rate and deadline information.
SHOP HERE AND CHIROPRACTIC WINS!

Our sponsors are very special to ACS. They help make it possible to bring our written and electronic information to you. They help pay for the ink and postage! Won’t you please consider them when you need a service or product? We obviously wouldn’t do business with them if we didn’t think they were good folks. Please be sure to give them a look. They are supporting your profession and deserve your gratitude for that.

PINCUS & ASSOCIATES, PC AND PINCUS & LESPON, PC – ARE YOU TIRED OF REDUCING YOUR BILL? With offices in Tempe and Tucson, there is no longer any reason for you to routinely reduce your bill on accident cases. Call Richard Cruz, Esq., at 480.777.2599 or Michelle Lespron, Esq. at 520.888.2599 to learn how it is to work with attorneys who understand how to beat the insurance companies at their own game. You deserve to be paid for all of the work you do!!! Click here for the firm’s webpage with full information.

X-RAY EQUIPMENT * NEW * REFURBISHED: W E C A T E R T O C H I R O P R A C T O R S!!

STANDARD X-RAY – OWNED BY A DC FAMILY!


YOUR LISTING HERE AND IN THE NEWSLETTER: Your ad delivered by US mail to every AZ licensed DC, by email to 2/3rds of the DCs, and seen by our Internet readership with 1,700 hits on our home page per month. Contact ACS at 602-368-9496 or by email to info@arizonachiros.org for more information.

CANCER TREATMENT CENTERS OF AMERICA: offers whole-person, integrated cancer care by combining state of the art technology and conventional treatment with nutrition, naturopathic medicine, mind-body support, massage, acupuncture, spiritual support, pain management, rehabilitation services and chiropractic care. For more information, your patients can call 800-234-9113 or go to cancercenter.com.

TEAM MOTION X-RAY: Doctor what truly OBJECTIVE reproducible finding do you have to support your WHIPLASH diagnosis. Digital Motion X-ray is available to your patient at your office. Traumatic ligament instability is real, and could be proven. Visit Teammotionxray.com and call 602-694-5014 for a demonstration. Arizona’s mobile Digital Motion X-ray Center.

CUSTOM X-RAY DIGITAL EQUIPMENT SALES & SERVICE: Dedicated to the Arizona Chiropractic Professional. Offering affordable X-ray and Digital X-ray solutions since 1968. Affordable leasing programs, pre-planning services, lead shielding quotations. Processors, filmm, headrest paper, chiropractic tables, service/repairs/annual calibrations/digital service/support/computer IT support services, affordable service and support. Call for Shawna @ 602-439-3100 or 800-230-9729 – www.customxray.com

CHIROFUTURES MALPRACTICE PROGRAM: Securing the future, managing your risk. Comprehensive coverage and competitive rates. Best value in the market. Contact: www.chirofutures.org or 800.219.9090 Key administrator is Dr. Matt McCoy, a name long associated in chiropractic with integrity and intelligence.


RICHCOR TABLES, MODALITIES AND SUPPLIES: Richard Corcilius is tried and proven having served the profession for over 25 years. Call 480-334-7430 or email richcor26@gmail.com.

CENTRAL PHOENIX PAIN MANAGEMENT: Manipulation Under Anesthesia, Epidural Injections, Facial Injections, Trigger Point Injections. Contact Don at 602-279-0044, don@azsurgicalcenters.com, www.azsurgicalcenters.com


VALLEY RADIOLOGISTS: Complete diagnostic imaging, multiple Valley locations, appts. available 7 days a week. Quality digital imaging, quick report turnaround, Drew Hunter, D.C., M.D. on staff, call 623-847-2000 for scheduling.

CENTRAL PHOENIX PAIN MANAGEMENT: Manipulation Under Anesthesia, Epidural Injections, Facet Injections, Trigger Point Injections. Contact Don at 602-279-0044, don@azsurgicalcenters.com, www.azsurgicalcenters.com

MD-DC PRACTICE AND REFERRALS

This section provides the referral to the best book and website ever created to teach you how to get referrals from MDs and DOs.

RECORD KEEPING AND DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE GUIDANCE

ACS provides extensive information about how to be compliant with the Arizona Chiropractic Board with your record keeping and documentation. Also supplied are many of the forms you will need for record keeping. Learn what is needed to get a claim approved by BCBS and ASH.

SPECIAL TREASURES MEMBER BENEFITS

ATTENTION ACS MEMBERS: You can now log in to the ACS webpage and then all of the documents below will become “live” and will open when you double-click on them. Just go to the Login Button on the top left of every page. Enter your email address and click “Forgot Password.” Your password will be emailed to you. Use it to log in and then return to this page and you will have instant access to all of the documents. New members gain access immediately upon joining.

GROUP MEDICAL INSURANCE, LIFE, DENTAL AND VISION PROGRAMS FOR MEMBERS

ACS is affiliated with an organization that offers health insurance for businesses with one or more employees. This insurance is guaranteed issue with no medical questions asked. PPO, HMO and HAS plans available.

INSURANCE CLAIMS AND DENIALS SOLUTIONS

ACS offers all of the documents you need to appeal insurance claims denials including health insurance, ASH and workers’ compensation.

ERISA AND SELF-INSURED HEALTH PLAN TOOLS TO GET CLAIMS PAID

ACS documents thoroughly explain ERISA in terms easy to understand, and tell you exactly how to appeal a denied claim using ERISA rules.

MD-DC PRACTICE AND REFERRALS

This section provides the referral to the best book and website ever created to teach you how to get referrals from MDs and DOs.

RECORD KEEPING AND DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE GUIDANCE

ACS provides extensive information about how to be compliant with the Arizona Chiropractic Board with your record keeping and documentation. Also supplied are many of the forms you will need for record keeping. Learn what is needed to get a claim approved by BCBS and ASH.

SPECIAL TREASURES MEMBER BENEFITS

MD-DC PRACTICE AND REFERRALS

This section provides the referral to the best book and website ever created to teach you how to get referrals from MDs and DOs.

RECORD KEEPING AND DOCUMENTATION COMPLIANCE GUIDANCE

ACS provides extensive information about how to be compliant with the Arizona Chiropractic Board with your record keeping and documentation. Also supplied are many of the forms you will need for record keeping. Learn what is needed to get a claim approved by BCBS and ASH.

ERISA AND SELF-INSURED HEALTH PLAN TOOLS TO GET CLAIMS PAID

ACS documents thoroughly explain ERISA in terms easy to understand, and tell you exactly how to appeal a denied claim using ERISA rules.
ASSOCIATE AND MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES

MISSION TRIPS WITH THE FLYING SAMARITANS: We are looking for chiropractors for weekend mission trips to Mexico. Grateful patients, safe area, fun and wonderful fellow Samaritans. Email docpatti@cox.net for more info. This mission of mercy has been enthusiastically endorsed for many years by ACS!

PHYSICIAN EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: Valley Wide Health Centers is continually seeking professional, motivated and ethical Chiropractic Physicians that are interested in practicing in the greater Phoenix area. The perfect candidate for our group is a Doctor that will place the patient’s interest first. We look for Doctors that want to own their own practice and are self-motivated and most importantly willing to represent our group in the most professional and ethical standard. Are you someone that wants to own his or her practice with no out of pocket costs to you while you are making a very competitive base salary with Bonus? Our organization provides all the training, marketing, billing and collections, accounting and continued support so that you, the Doctor can concentrate on the most important aspect of your professional career…your patients. Please submit your information and a photo to one of our representatives can contact you to set up a possible interview. Call (480) 459-5601, ext. #102 or email Mike@ValleyWideHealth.com.

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE? Do you care about the patient’s wellbeing? Are you a firm believer in Chiropractic and looking for honest and ethical HC3ment of you and your patients? We are looking for an associate to join our company. Increasing pay with performance goals hit plus a great bonus structure. Future to buy in to practice. All systems in place, intense training, subluxation based with rehab, high volume. Email resume to drMike@camelbackchiropractic.com.

BEAUTIFUL NEW INTEGRATIVE OFFICE (67THAVE AND 101) SEEKS A CHIROPRACTOR willing to learn new things. We do pain management, prolotherapy, hormone balancing, functional medicine, chiropractic, physiotherapy to help patient achieve goals while correcting the problem. Email resume to HealthEquity@acsnewsletter.com.

DC/ART PROVIDER WANTED- IMMEDIATE OPENING!! We are looking for a DC that is an ART certified provider (preferably full body certified) for coverage in our busy multidisciplinary practice in Arizona. Phoenician and Gilbert. We have a diverse practice with an ambulatory surgical suite onsite. You will be treating alongside our dedicated team of Physicians of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Doctors and PAs. Familiarity with Electronic Health Records is preferred as they will be dependent on experience. This is an excellent opportunity for a new doc to experience integration into interventional pain management. Coverage will be part-time. Chiros needed in SW Phoenix. We are looking for energetic DC with strong subluxation philosophy and current AZ DC/PT license to join our team. Training/support from Palmer grad provided. First year $6 figure income potential through salary/ bonus. Call 623-775-2225, fax resume to 623-776-2229, or email to info@lavelenchiro.com for more information.

ASSOCIATE POSITION AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY in Scottsdale, Arizona. Looking for energetic DC/PT with strong subluxation philosophy and current AZ DC/PT license to join our team. Training/support from Palmer grad provided. First year $6 figure income potential through salary/ bonus. Call 623-775-2225, fax resume to 623-776-2229, or email to info@lavelenchiro.com for more information.

LOOKING FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL CHIROPRACTOR TO WORK IN THE GILBERT/TEMPE, AZ AREA. Must be enthusiastic, passionate, and willing to learn. Text or call Dr. Mike at 602-791-0584 to set up a possible interview.


FULL TIME ASSOCIATE POSITION AVAILABLE TEMPE/MESA: Need energetic DC for 2nd clinic and supportive role at main clinic. 90% cash practice. Modern office, Chirotouch. New docs welcome, strong hands on adjusting skills required. Base+bonus. reedchiro@msn.com


PRACTICES FOR SALE

PRACTICE FOR SALE MESA: Same great location for 30 years. Diversified practice, $10K collections last year working 24 hours/week. Priced for quick sale $55,000. Dr. retiring but will help buyer transition. Call or email to 480-203-8145.

PRACTICE FOR SALE: TUCSON. Superbly trained 23 yr. practice with collections exceeding $645 K/yr. High Visibility location. Techniques include Pettibon, OCF, Activator and Brain Based Therapy (Carrick). Smooth transition. Contact ChiroEquity at 908-419-7510. GK

PRACTICE FOR SALE-EAST CENTRAL PHOENIX: 20 year practice for sale in great location with collections of $150 K. Last year Numbers: $220,000 grosses approx. 200K on a 27 hour work week. Practice for 30 years. Doctor will stay for transition. Practice grosses approx. 200K on a 27 hour work week. Please contact for information. 602-509-6644. J0

CHIRO SPACE RENTAL AND INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR OPPORTUNITIES

CHIRO SPACE AVAILABLE IN BUSY GROCERY ANCHORED RETAIL CENTERS: Owner will fund relocation costs. Increased traffic & convenience = increased sales. & growth. Excellent location in Arizona. Experienced retail developer with well-located, grocery anchored centers in Mesa, Peoria and Gilbert. Call or email for more information: Bryan @ (480)-235-9999, blamond@nadi.com

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR TO SHARE OFFICE IN AHAWATCHEE: Established 10 year old practice, great location off I-10 and Chandler Blvd. Paperless Office, X-ray and full equipment provided. Contact to cut overhead. Please email Methamdc@cox.net.

LARGE ROOM IN ESTABLISHED CHANDLER CHIRO OFFICE FOR RENT. Ideal for independent doctor to have own practice. Access to rehab area, x-ray, and fax/phone/Internet. Large strip mall between 10/101 Freeway. 8000/month Chris (480)518-5355. CK

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE AT GLENDALE CHIROPRACTIC LIFE CENTER located at 5654 W Bell Rd. Suite A, Glendale, AZ 85308 on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, call for pricing. Dr. Bruce hornsey 602-908-0982.

LOW INCOME INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR in beautiful spacious Chiro clinic located in Tempe near 101 FWY-McClintock/ Warner. Serving Tempe, Chandler, Gilbert, Mesa, & S. Scottsdale areas. Be your own boss! Perfect for a new or established Chiro. Call Dr. Shapiro 602-908-3815.

SEEKING TO HAVE A CHIROPRACTOR TO SHARE OUR SPACE on 4500 E. Bell Road, Ste. 284. A beautiful office to build your business. Share space on opposite days. Call 602-866-3505 for details. www.mychiropractictoraz.com. GM

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR TO SHARE OFFICE IN SCOTTSDALE: 5100 sq. ft. multidisciplinary practice established 18 months. High visibility location off 101 and McDowell. Paperless office, X-ray and full equipment provided. Please email drjoneet@ scottsdaleschiro.com.

CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE. Arrowhead Spine Care-95th Avenue/101 freeway. Next to Home Depot/Petsmart. days/night & weekends are negotiable. Two beautiful offices with full cabinets available. Massage therapist, front desk and billing all in place. Call 623-566-3436. MV

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: LEADER motorized table $25200 and 2 Leader lite tables $1700 ea. SUMMIT X-RAY MACHINE $4000, MINI-MED X-ray processor $800, HILL Anatomator $1700, Diathermy unit $350, New cold laser $770 and more.

OVER 14 PRE-OWNED SPINAL DECOMPRESSION TABLES. We will beat any competitors’ price and show you special tax sections that will save you an extra $5,000 off your purchase. Visit us at www.decompression.com or call (602) 749-5804. BS

UNIVERSAL X-RAY MACHINE 1984, KONICA PROCESSOR AND MUCH MORE INCLUDING all related supplies, X-ray cabinets, 7200 chiropactors in Arizona. Full equipment all in place. Call 602-513-3819.

TWO ZENITH 210 PELVIC DROP HI-LO TABLES, both chrome with porcelain base, both new leather & recently serviced, one is brown the other beige. Excellent working condition. Phone 602-449-1360 or cell 480-654-9511. Can be seen in Mesa. RD

HOW TO PLACE AN AD IN THE PUBLISHED AND eNEWSLETTER

YOUR AD CAN APPEAR HERE! The size is 35 words maximum; cost is $40 per month for members and $80 per month for non-members. Deadline is the 28th of the month preceding publication of the next issue. Classified ads are also posted online on the ACS Online Classifieds Page for no additional cost. This page gets about 150 hits per month. The ACS monthly newsletter is sent by US mail every month to an average circulation of 1,700 Arizona DCs. The newsletter is emailed to about 1200 AZ chiropractors and is downloaded about 200 times per month. Choose the ACS newsletter and webpage for the best results. Call ACS at 602-368-9496.
INSIDE your
January 2013 Newsletter...

- Legislature convenes January 14th, ACS is ready
- Still waiting for Arizona Court of Appeals to rule in ADOI Lawsuit
- Governor’s new appointee for ADOI Director to undergo grilling by State Senate Committee